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Dr HOSSINI Adil
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Avicenne University Hospital, Rabat, Morocco

Mail: adilhossini401@hotmail.com

Dear Sir,

Please find below all the corrections made for my manuscript.

1- Title: A 19-year-old woman presenting a glioblastoma in the cerebellum: a case report.

2- I provide a written informed consent, obtained from the patient(s) for publication of this manuscript and accompanying images.

3- I also included the ethnicity of the patient in the abstract

4- I placed the keywords after the abstract

5- I included the patient’s ethnicity in the Case Presentation section and demographic information (without adding any details that could lead to the identification of the patient);

6- I also, did some corrections in the discussion section as proposed by the reviewers

7- I couldn’t made a table with all the reported cases of cerebellar glioblastoma because there were more than 100 cases.

Sincerely

Adil hossini, MD